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Cue shifting and sound change

• Phonological contrasts involve multiple cues
• Sound change happenswhen a secondary cue becomes primary, while
maintaining the original lexical contrasts (c.f. tonogenesis)

•Listeners are often in the lead [8, 3, 5]
•Perceptual equivalence as a crucial step: Cue shifting in perception
is possible when co-articulated cues become equally informative [1]

•Question: What is the relationship between source cues and co-
articulated cues during a sound change in progress?

Sound change in Southern Yi

•Tibeto-Burman language
• 3 tonal contrasts and 2 register contrasts (Table 1)

Tone Low Mid High
Reg. Lax Tense Lax Tense Lax

/e/ /be21/ /be21/ /be33/ /be33/ /be55/
“to drop" “to entangle" “to fight" “to shoot" “kettle"

/u/ /bu21/ /bu21/ /bu33/ /bu33/ /bu55/
“to carry" “moldy" “worm" “full" “to weep"

Table. 1: Minimal sets of tonal and register contrasts in Southern Yi.

•Primary cue for the register contrast is distinct phonation [6]
•Co-articulated cues: tense vowels are lower and backer
• Sound change in progress [5]
–Co-articulated F1 cues are overtaking phonation as the primary cue
for the register contrast

–Cue shifting takes place in perception first
–Cue shifting in low vowels (e.g., /e/) is more advanced than that in
high vowels (e.g., /u/).

Methods

Participants
• 56 native Southern Yi speakers; 32 female (age range 19-81; mean
48.22) and 24 male (age range 30-76; mean 51.08).

Stimuli

Fig. 1: Illustration of the phonation manipulations on the stimuli.

• 3 phonation steps x 5 f0 steps x 2 vowels = 30 stimuli
•Created from naturally produced minimal pairs /be33, be33/ and
/bu33, bu33/ from a male speaker in his 40s

•The vowel quality of each pair was neutralized
• Step 1 = natural lax; step 3 = natural tense
• Step 2 (Less tense): increasing the steepness of the tense stimuli to
match the spectral tilt of step 1 (i.e., natural lax), using TANDEM-
STRAIGHT [4].

Procedures
•Exp 1: baseline production
•Exp 2: shadowing; repeat each word quickly and closely imitate the
model speaker (3 repetitions)

•Acoustic measurements were taken using VoiceSauce [9]
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Specific questions

•Are speakers sensitive to the phonetic details of the phonation steps? Do they shadow them faithfully?
•Do speakers enhance vowel quality cues (i.e., greater F1) when shadowing tenser phonation?
• If co-varying cues can be enhanced, are all co-varying cues (e.g., f0) equally enhanced?

Results: Phonation step effects
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Fig. 2: Effects of phonation, F1, and f0 on the shadowing of the phonation steps.

• Significant step effects on phonation: Speakers do shadow different phonation steps with distinct H1*-H2*
•The co-varying vowel quality cues are also enhanced during shadowing
•However, /e/ and /u/ are significantly different: F1 is only enhanced for /e/ but not /u/
•The ambiguous phonation step is perceived as intermediate between natural tense and natural lax
• F0 is not significantly enhanced for either /e/ and /u/.

Further analysis and discussion

Why is F1 only enhanced for /be/ but not for /bu/?
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Fig. 3: Correlation between phonation and F1 for /be/ and /bu/.

Who shadowed (more)?
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Fig. 4: Effects of the primary cues and age on the Euclidean distances of step 1 and 3

• Strong correlation between the
phonation cue (e.g.,H1*-H2*)
and vowel formants (e.g., F1)
for /be/; no correlation for /bu/

•Vowel quality cues are equally
informative as phonation cues
for /be/, but such perceptual
equivalence has not been es-
tablished for /bu/

• Indeed, vowel-splitting is
more advanced for /be/

• Speakers who use phonation
as the primary cue in their nat-
ural production

•Relatively older speakers

Conclusions

• Strong co-variation between co-articulated cues
leads to perceptual equivalence

•When shadowing, listeners are sensitive to pho-
netic details [2] but are also constrained by
phonology [7]

•Enhancement for /be/ is much stronger than for
/bu/ because of the stronger co-variation between
phonation and F1 for /be/

•Differences in F1 are part of the phonological
representation for /be/, but not for /bu/

• F0 is not part of the phonological representation
for either /be/ or /bu/
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